APPLICATION FOR DATING MY DAUGHTER & 10 RULES FOR DATING MY DAUGHTER
NOTE: This application will be incomplete and rejected unless EVERY QUESTION IS ANSWERED and you’ve attached 5 photos, a family
financial statement, job history, family lineage, credit check, birth certificate, passport, drug test results, background criminal check, school
transcripts from the past 5 years, and all medical records.
NAME: _____________________________ DATE OF BIRTH: ____________
HEIGHT: ________ WEIGHT:_________ IQ:__________ GPA:_________ HOW MANY YEARS ON THE HONOR ROLL:________
HOME ADDRESS/CITY/STATE/ZIP:________________________________________ $ VALUE OF YOUR HOME:__________
SOCIAL SECURITY #______________ DRIVERS LICENSE #:____________ CLASS RANKING:____________
CAR MAKE/MODEL/LICENSE PLATE/VIN #:_____________________________________________________________________
DATE RECEIVE EAGLE RANK AWARD IN BOY SCOUTS: ____________________________________
NUMBER OF BOY SCOUT MERIT BADGES RECEIVED____________________________________
Number of years your parents have been married:______ If married less than your age, explain:______________________________
Parent(s) cell number, email, office phone, home phone:_______________________________________________________________
REQUIRED DOCUMENTS:
Birth Certificate Driver’s License Drug test results Criminal Background Check Family tree Parent’s marriage certificate
School Transcripts (all years: pre-school thru high school) Parents Financial Statements Passport Church Attendance Records
ACCESSORIES SECTION:
1. Do you own a van, truck, waterbed, pickup with a mattress in the back? Yes No
2. Do you have a tattoo, earring, nose ring, pierced tongue or cheek, or any other piercings anywhere else on your body? Yes No
If you answered “YES” to either of the above questions, discontinue the application, leave the premise immediately, and
begin running as fast as you can to be out of shooting range.
ESSAY SECTION:
In 50 words or less, what does 'LATE' mean to you? ________________________________________________
In 50 words or less, what does 'DON'T TOUCH MY DAUGHTER' mean to you?_________________________________________
In 50 words or less, what does 'ABSTINENCE' mean to you?_________________________________________
REFERENCES SECTION:
Name of the church you attend 3 times a week ___________________________________________________
Name and contact info for your Pastor/Priest/Minister?_________________________
Name and contact info for your Father?____________________________________
Name and contact info for your Mother?____________________________________
Name and contact info for your Grandparents?____________________________________
Name and contact info for your God-Parents?____________________________________
Name and contact info of your Scout Master?__________________
Name and contact info of Your Pre-School School Principal?_____________________________
Name and contact info of Your Grade School Principal?_____________________________
Name and contact info of Your Middle School Principal?_____________________________
Name and contact info of Your High School Principal?_____________________________
SHORT-ANSWER SECTION: Answer by filling in the blank. Please answer freely, all answers are confidential.
A: If I were shot, the last place I would want shot would be?__________________________________________________________
B: If I were beaten, the last bone I would want broken is my:__________________________________________________________
C. What do you want to do IF you grow up? ________________________________________________________________________
D. When I meet a girl, the thing I always notice about her first is?________________________________________________________
I SWEAR THAT ALL INFORMATION SUPPLIED ABOVE IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE UNDER
PENALTY OF ARREST, DEATH, DISMEMBERMENT, OR ELECTROCUTION.
____________________________________________ _________________________ ______________________________
Applicant's Signature (This means, sign you name here)
Mother’s Signature
Father’s Signature
________________________________ ________________________________ ________________________________
Pastor/Priest/ Minister Signature
Scout Master’s Signature
State Representative/Congressman
Thank you for your interest in dating my daughter. Please allow 1 to 2 years for processing. You will be contacted in writing if you are
approved. Any attempt to try to call, write, facebook, or text my daughter or anyone in our family prior to acceptance will make this
application null and void.
Compliments of www.ChristianSinglesInDenver.com – Online video teaching & weekly meetings. Adapted by Brian Kluth from various internet sources.

10 Rules for Dating my Daughter
Rule One: If you pull into my driveway and honk you'd better be delivering, because you're sure not picking anything or anyone up.
Rule Two: You do not touch my daughter in front of me. You may glance at her while talking, so long as you do not peer below her neck. If
you cannot keep your hands off of my daughter's body in public, I will remove them from your arms.
Rule Three: I am aware that it is considered fashionable for boys of your age to wear their trousers so loosely that they appear to be falling
off their hips. Please don't take this as an insult, but I think you and all of your friends are complete idiots. Still, I want to be fair and open
minded about this issue, so I propose this compromise: Should you come to the door with your underwear showing and/or your pants ten
sizes too big, I will not object. However, in order to ensure that your clothes do not, in fact, come off during the course of your date with my
daughter, I will take my electric nail gun and fasten your trousers securely in place to your waistline.
Rule Four: I'm sure you've been told that in today's world, sex without utilizing some kind of “barrier method" can kill you. Let me
elaborate, when it comes to sex, I am the deadly barrier. You will not have sex with my daughter until after you marry her. My permission is
required before you make any proposal to her. Any attempts to do so will result in your disappearance. No, I will not make this a public
affair that would embarrass you. Your disappearance will remain a mystery to all authorities and the media.
Rule Five: It is usually understood that in order for us to get to know each other, we should talk about sports, politics, and other issues of
the day. Please do not do this. The only information I require from you is an indication of when you expect to have my daughter safely back
at my house, and the only words I need from you on this subject is:"Sir" and "early."
Rule Six: I have no doubt you are a popular fellow, with many opportunities to date other girls. This is fine with me as long as it is okay
with my daughter. Otherwise, once you have gone out with my little girl, you will continue to date no one but her until she is finished with
you. If you make her cry, I will make you scream.
Rule Seven: As you stand in my front hallway, waiting for my daughter to appear, and more than an hour goes by, do not sigh and fidget.
If you want to be on time for the movie, you should not be dating my daughter. My daughter is putting on her makeup, a process than can
take longer than painting the Golden Gate Bridge. Instead of just standing there, why don't you do something useful, like cutting my lawns
or changing the oil in my pickup trucks?
Rule Eight: The following places are NOT appropriate for a date with my daughter: Places where there are no crowds, beds, sofas, or
anything softer than a wooden stool. Places where there is darkness. Places where there is dancing, holding hands, or carefree happiness.
Places where the temperature is warm enough to induce my daughter to wear shorts, tank tops, midriff T-shirts, or anything other than
overalls, a sweater, and a goose down parka -- zipped up to her throat. Movies with a strong romantic or sexual theme are to be avoided.
Hockey games are okay. Visiting people in nursing homes is even better.
Rule Nine: Do not lie to me. I may appear to be a potbellied, balding, middle-aged, dimwitted has-been. But on issues relating to my
daughter, I am the all-knowing, merciless God of your universe. If I ask you where you are going and with whom, you have only one
chance to tell me the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth. In my shop and my home I have many chemicals, such as hot lime,
many firearms, shovels, a backhoe, and five hundred acres behind the house. "Do not mess with my mind if you wish to see the next
sunrise. Short truthful answers are best".
Rule Ten: After dark, you will blow your horn once, only once, when leaving the highway. As soon as you pull in front of the house, you
should exit the car with both hands in plain sight. Speak in a clear voice that you have brought my daughter home safely and early, remain
standing next to your car. Do not escort my daughter to the front door hoping for a kiss on the cheek -- there is no need for you to come
inside my home after the sun sets. After my daughter enters the house, restart your car and quietly leave my property. The speed limit is
10 mph entering or exiting the property. Do not stop to chat with the man holding the night sight equipped rifle, that will be me.
CLOSING THOUGHT THAT TELLS THE “REST OF THE STORY”: While attending the wedding of a 28 year old woman getting married,
the father of the bride commented, “When my daughter was between 15 and 25 I chased the boys away with a baseball bat. But once she
turned 26 and still wasn’t married, I talked to every young man I met and even chased a few young men down the street inviting them
home to dinner to meet my daughter.”

